FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
SCREAMBOX RELEASES FIRST ORIGINAL SHOW DURING “13 SCREAMS TO
HALLOWEEN” PROMOTION
Top Fright Site Rolls Out New Original Show “Character With Christopher Nelson,” a
Roundtable Discussion With Movie Industry Horror and FX Heavyweights
LOS ANGELES, Calif. (Oct. 19, 2017) Screambox, the leading streaming service for hardcore
horror fans, is celebrating the Halloween season with a new original series, “Character with
Christopher Nelson.” The three-part series will roll out in tandem with Screambox’s 13 Screams
to Halloween movie promotion, which began on Oct. 13 and allows fans to stream 13
fan-favorite horror films for free until Oct. 31.
Academy Award-winning special effects makeup artist Christopher Nelson (Suicide Squad)
hosts a roundtable discussion with FX industry heavy-hitters Rick Baker, Bart Mixon, Margaret
Prentice and Vincent Van Dyke that offers unprecedented insight into the world of horror and
creature special FX. The conversations range from the recent, sensational remake of “It” to
behind-the-scenes anecdotes from the sets of movies like “The Fly,” “Men In Black,” “Star Trek”
and more.
Part one, titled Halloween, Horror, and Jeff Goldblum’s Balls, of the initial three-show run, is
available now at www.screambox.com and on the Screambox app. Part two will be released this
Saturday, Oct. 21, with the final installment launching on Oct. 28.

Click the following link or the image above to view part one of “Character with Christopher
Nelson” titled: Halloween, Horror, and Jeff Goldblum's Balls.
The show can be viewed on any connected laptop, tablet, or phone and streamed using XBOX,
Roku, Amazon Fire, Samsung TV, Apple TV, iOS, LeEco or Android.
“Character with Christopher Nelson” is a co-production of Screambox and TV4 Entertainment
and comes on the heels of a joint venture between the two entities in which Screambox joins
TV4 Entertainment’s portfolio of OTT channels. The series was created by Christopher Nelson,
and executive produced by Christopher Nelson, Stephanie Ford, and Nick Turner, with direction
by Graham Denman.
"It's been a pleasure letting Screambox and TV4 Entertainment into our circle of FX makeup
friends and peers. I'm excited to see what fun adventures we come up with next!" says Nelson
of the partnership.
The roundtable participants all have storied careers in prosthetics and special FX with multiple
Oscars, Oscar nominations and Emmy Awards between them:
Christopher Nelson: “Avengers: Infinity War,” “Suicide Squad,” “Guardians of the Galaxy 2,”
“American Horror Story,” “Bright,” Kill Bill [1, and 2],” “Sin City,” “The Time Machine,”
“Deadpool,” “Land of the Dead,” “Austin Powers: Goldmember,” “Unbreakable,” “Men in Black,”
“Batman Returns,” “Return of the Living Dead 3”
AWARDS: 1 Academy Award, 2 Primetime Emmy Awards (Outstanding Prosthetic Makeup and
Non-Prosthetic Makeup)
Rick Baker: “An American Werewolf in London,” “Harry and the Hendersons,” “Men in Black
[1,2,3],” “The Wolfman,” “King Kong,” “Planet of the Apes,” “Ed Wood,” “The Nutty Professor,”
“Gorillas in the Mist,” “Star Wars,” “Greystoke,” “How The Grinch Stole Christmas”
AWARDS: 7 Academy Awards, 1 Primetime Emmy Award, 3 BAFTAs, 7 Academy of Science
Fiction Awards, Fantasy & Horror Films (and many more)
Bart Mixon: “It,” “Avengers: Infinity War,” “Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2,” “Bad Grandpa,”
“Hellboy 1 & 2,”, “Iron Man,” “Fantastic 4,” “The Ring,” “Robocop,” “Fright Night 2,” “Rushmore,”
“Men in Black,” “The Texas Chainsaw Massacre 2”
AWARDS: Nominated for 3 Primetime Emmy Awards (Outstanding Prosthetic Makeup)
Margaret Prentice: “The Hunger Games,” “Star Trek,” “Ali,” “Fight Club,” “Seven,” “Basic
Instinct,” “Total Recall,” “Robocop,” “Evil Dead 2,” “The Fly,” “Legend,” “The Howling,” “The
Thing”

AWARDS: Nominated for 5 Primetime Emmy Awards (Outstanding Prosthetic Makeup)
Vincent Van Dyke: “Darkest Hour,” “Batman vs Superman,” “Star Trek,” “Tropic Thunder,”
“Code Black,” “Scream Queens,” “Grey’s Anatomy,” “Dexter,” “Nip/Tuck,” “Live by Night”
AWARDS: Nominated for 3 Primetime Emmy Awards (Outstanding Prosthetic Makeup)
“It is with open arms we welcome Screambox and its capable team into our growing family,” said
Jon Cody, Founder & CEO of TV4 Entertainment, “and ‘Character with Christopher Nelson’ is
the perfect place to leverage our original production capabilities to Screambox. Next year, we
will commit to several scripted horror original productions for the Screambox platform and work
as one under this new venture to bring fans the best horror experience on the planet.”
About ScreamBox
Screambox is the leading streaming service for real die-hard horror fans. 100,000+ customers
and counting have already joined Screambox, uncovering more than 400 movies and shows
every day with new releases added weekly. Visitors can try the service for a free 7-day, no-risk
trial. Subscriptions start as low as $2.99 per month and subscribers may cancel at any time.
Subscribers can view content on any connected laptop, tablet, or phone, or stream titles using
Chromecast, XBOX, Roku, Amazon Fire, Samsung TV, Apple TV, iOS, LeEco, or Android.
About TV4 Entertainment
TV4 Entertainment aggregates high-quality original and library video content into a portfolio of
15,000 titles from 350 content partners across 30 genre-specific channels that are
super-distributed to any Internet-connected device. TV4 Entertainment’s mission is to program
your passion with great storytelling on every screen anywhere.
TV4 boasts the largest collection of OTT channels in the world and recently launched
subscription video on demand service for channels including military-themed All Warrior
Network, fight-centric Blackbelt TV, curated documentary destination DocComTV,
outdoors-inspired GONE TV, automotively inclined Motorland TV and most recently, Inside
Outside, dedicated to gardening and interior design.
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